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By Peter Robinson

Pan MacMillan, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. New Edition. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Dry Bones That Dream is the seventh novel in Peter Robinson s Inspector Banks
series, following on from Wednesday s Child.It was 2.47 a.m. when Chief Inspector Alan Banks
arrived at the barn and saw the body of Keith Rothwell for the first time. Only hours earlier two
masked men had walked the mild-mannered accountant out of his farmhouse and clinically
blasted him with a shotgun. Clearly this is a professional hit - but Keith was hardly the sort of
person to make deadly enemies. Or was he? For the police investigation soon raises more questions
than answers. And who, exactly, is Robert Clavert? The more Banks scratches the surface, the more
he wonders what lies beneath the veneer of the apparently happy Rothwell family. And when his old
sparring partner Detective Superintendent Richard Burgess arrives from Scotland Yard, the case
take yet another unexpected twist . . .Dry Bones That Dream is followed by the eighth book in this
Yorkshire-based crime series, Innocent Graves.
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ReviewsReviews

This is the best book i have read until now. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Na dia  K onopelski-- Na dia  K onopelski

Complete guideline for ebook enthusiasts. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Delila h Ha nsen-- Delila h Ha nsen
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